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TODAYS CONVERSATION

• Reminders
• Updates 
• Questions and Answers



Reminder
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PowerPoints from the Screening Connection Call 
are posted on the DMAS Website at:

Under Long Term Care:  URL
http://www.dmas.virginia.gov/#/longtermprograms

At the top of the page  choose the tab for 
SCREENING FOR LTSS  look down the page for Screening 
Connection call information

http://www.dmas.virginia.gov/#/longtermprograms


Reminder
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 Post your questions for today’s session in the Q&A 
box

 Detailed questions about an individual case can be 
sent to:  ScreeningAssistance@dmas.virginia.gov

mailto:ScreeningAssistance@dmas.virginia.gov


Updates:  List of Topics
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COVID-19 Flexibilities
Revisions to the LTSS program 
Medicaid LTSS Screening Training
New Appeals Process, Began  October 15
Why do you screen for LTSS?
ePAS Updates
What can be Voided?
Check, check, check



Update: COVID-19 Flexibilities 

COVID-19 Flexibilities allow LTSS Screeners to 
review Medical records, talk to family members 
and care givers, and does not require direct 
involvement of the individual?
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Update:  COVID-19 Flexibilities 

NFs and Hospitals 
 Individuals MAY be admitted to a NF without the Medicaid 

LTSS Screening directly after discharge from a hospital.

 NF MAY admit individuals without the PASRR Level I Screening 
and, if needed, Level II Evaluation and Determination.

If an individual remains in the NF at least 30 days, the 
PASRR process MUST be conducted by the NF.

CBTs
 May continue to screen using telehealth methods but the 

individual must be involved.

Extension Memo Date: October 22, 2020
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Continuing until January 20, 2021:  Content listed in 
the Medicaid Memo dated May 26, 2020



Update

 Continue completing DMAS-97
ALL LTSS SCREENERS should continue to 
document an individual’s choice regarding where 
someone wants to receive services and who 
provides those services on the DMAS-97.

 CCC Plus Waiver and PACE requires the LTSS Screening!

 Cannot complete a partial screening.  It’s all or nothing!
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COVID-19 Flexibilities



Update

This means there are changes to the: 
 The Virginia Administrative Code
 The Medicaid LTSS Screening Manual 
 The Medicaid LTSS Screening Training
 ePAS and MMIS 

 Be on the lookout for formal Medicaid Memos/Bulletins  

 ALL PROCESSES SHOULD CONTINUE UNTIL NOTIFIED
Not as many things are changing as people think!

ie. Hospitals MUST continue to conduct LTSS Screenings for skilled nursing facility 
admissions (including rehab) and will continue to conduct screenings for all Medicaid 
members.
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LTSS Screening Revisions



Update: NF Admissions and LTSS Screening
Funding Source Is a LTSS Screening Required? When is the LTSS screening 

completed?
Who completes the Medicaid 
LTSS Screening?

Private Pay* NO Not Applicable (NA) NA
Medicare Only* NO NA NA
Dual Medicare & Medicaid YES Prior to admission to SNF or 

ICF (LTSS)
Hospital (if inpatient)

Community-based Team 
(community resident)

Medicaid only YES Prior to admission to SNF or 
ICF (LTSS) 

Hospital (if inpatient)

Community-based Team 
(community resident) 

Private Pay or Medicare 
applying for Medicaid 
while in SNF

YES Change of Level of Care from 
SNF to LTSS

Nursing Facility

REQUESTS: Any time a 
person requests a LTSS 
Screening one shall be 
conducted, regardless of 
Payment Source 

YES When requested Community-based Team, 
Hospital or Nursing Facility
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*Community-Based Teams are continuing to conduct ALL screenings as requested and 
referred.
**  ALL individuals, regardless of payment source, who are being considered for admission 
to a Medicaid-certified NF (SNF or LTSS NF) SHALL be screened for mental illness, 
intellectual disability or related conditions, PRIOR to NF admission.  This is referred to as 
the PASRR process.  



Update

 Updated and revised Training available October 16
new LTSS Screener (New NF Teams)

 New training participants, including those who will be training 
from NFs will see the newest content   

 Existing Certified Screeners do not need to take the training 
again (usual refresher course due three years from completion 
date)

 Any Screener can choose to review the revised training
 LOGIN:  User, PW: ltss

 Medicaid Memo was released, October 20, 2020

The deadline for Physicians’ completion of the LTSS Screening training is 
not being enforced; however, it will be at a future date.
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Medicaid LTSS Screening Training
Hosted on VCU Partnership for People with 
Disabilities website 



Update:

Beginning October 15, 2020, DMAS will hold de novo State Fair Hearings.
 de novo : all information submitted during the initial review and during the DMAS appeal process 

will be considered 
 This means it will not matter if the documents were available at the time of the initial LTSS 

Screening
 Appellants can submit new documentation and the totality of all documentation will be 

considered in determining if an approval can be made.

Impact to LTSS Screeners:
 Documentation submitted with the appeal request should be reviewed to determine if it resolves 

the appeal.
 If it does, a new notice of action should be issued and sent to the appellant and DMAS Hearing 

Officer.
 If it does not, the appeal summary should address the documentation submitted with the initial 

review to explain why the Screener maintains their position on the appeal.

 Documentation submitted after the appeal request will be forwarded to the LTSS Screener, who 
should review it to determine if it resolves the appeal.
 If it does, a new notice of action should be issued and sent to the appellant and DMAS Hearing 

Officer.
 If it does not, the Agency/Contractor must be able to explain during the appeal hearing why it 

maintains its position on the appeal.
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Appeals Process:  
de novo hearings began October 15



Update

 It is used to determine the number of personal care 
hours someone needs.
 FALSE:  It is used to assess the LEVEL of CARE someone 

needs!
 It is used to confirm a Medicaid member needs LTSS 

from year to year.
 FALSE:  It is used to determine INITIAL eligibility for 

Medicaid to pay for LTSS.
 It is ‘one and done’ and NEVER has to be repeated.
 FALSE: If someone is ENROLLED in services and never is 

terminated (meaning the services never ends) then a new 
screening is never needed.

 However if someone is TERMINATED, to start services 
again, the person has to be Screened.
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Why does DMAS require a LTSS Screening?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Being hired for a job	What do you have to do to be hired for a job?		Interview!	While you’re in the job you have performance reviews		Those reviews highlights what is going well or not.		Do you have to interview again for the job?What if you take a holiday?  Or go on Vacation?  Do you have to be interviewed again for your job?What if you quit your job and then decide after a couple of month that was not a good idea?  Do you have to interview for the job?		Very likely



Update

 ASAP after the completion of a LTSS Screening that 
authorizes services!
 Should someone
“hold onto the LTSS Screening” and use 

it two, three, 10 years later?  NO!

 Current Best Practice and Recommendation
 If someone is not enrolled in Medicaid LTSS within 

one year of the date of screening, then a NEW 
screening should be completed.  
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When should someone enroll for LTSS?



Update:  Changes in ePAS

Medicaid LTSS 
Authorization Choices

 If Medicaid LTSS is Authorized 
 Level of Care Choices now 

reflect current terminology

• Nursing Facility (01)
• PACE (04)
• CCC Plus Waiver (04)
• CCC Plus Waiver with PDN 

(15)
*Screeners should not be attempting to 
determine the length of stay for a NF 
admission.  Please do not complete this 
question.

Revised DMAS-p98

 When using the option of 
downloading the DMAS-
p98, please be sure to 
download the form NEW vs 
using “older” saved forms
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Update:  VOIDS

 ONLY “Successfully Processed” Screenings can be 
voided.

 Incomplete, Submitted for Processing or Denied 
screenings cannot be deleted.
 The LTSS Screener MUST recall the Screening, make 

corrections, and resubmit.
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What can be VOIDED in ePAS?



Update:  Void and a change in Authorization

 Changing a record after signature attestation is 
changing a Medicaid record and all parties involved 
should be aware of the needed change.

 Both you and the physician attested to your names 
indicating that to the best of your knowledge the 
information and decision made for the LTSS 
Screening was valid and accurate.  

 Documentation of the discussion and the need to 
change the final determination decision should be 
noted in the case record.
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Who are you going to contact regarding a change to a 
Successfully Processed Screening?

ScreeningAssistance@dmas.Virginia.gov



Update

 It is ESSENTIAL you triple check your work on a 
LTSS Screening PRIOR to hitting the submit 
button!!!
 ESPECIALLY:  

Names, SSN, Medicaid ID, or other demographics
Do NOT expect DMAS LTSS Screening staff to be 
able to void/fix something on short notice!
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CHECK CHECK CHECK



When you do not check your work 
it leads to this!
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LTSS Screening Connector 

December 8, 2020
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NEXT CALL



Question and Answers
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Do you have a question? 



Who to Contact Regarding Medicaid LTSS 
Screening Issues?
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